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Inspired Collections debut at Caracole during Fall Market
Whole-home collections feature fresh looks ranging from interpretations of
French Provincial classics to modern elegance.
Greensboro, N.C., October 14, 2017 – Further expanding its broad home furnishings offering of
distinctive product portfolios, Caracole comes to market this Fall with a fresh lineup of inspired
looks. Debuting this season are exciting additions to Caracole Classic, Caracole Modern, Caracole
Signature and the Compositions collections. Each unique piece offers distinctive styling
interpreted for today’s lifestyles.
“We’re excited to be launching a full complement of exceptionally beautiful product designs in all
our style portfolios,” says Jeff Young, president and CEO. “From classic French-inspired looks to
streamlined modern pieces, we’re bringing to market a wide array of styles and silhouettes, all
sharing our unique vision for uncompromising attention to detail and everyday luxury.”
Caracole Classic’s collection debuts this market with intriguing looks inspired by old world classics
interpreted for today’s living. With fresh eyes, Caracole has contemporized traditional forms and
distilled them to the essence of luxury. Reflecting the rich palette of neutrals dominating couture
fashion, these new debuts capture the brilliance of timeless style and embody today’s top lifestyle
direction of everyday elegance. Look for finishes ranging from Radiant Pearl and Whisper of Gold
in the Casual French styles to Dark Figured Maple and Dark Silver Paint in the nod to modernism inspired introductions. Highlights of the collection include:

In One Fell Swoop
This chair wins over everyone who sees it, In One Fell Swoop. A
modernized classic, it features a swooping arm and striking all-metal
frame wearing a Lightly Brushed Chrome finish. Upholstered in a
chunky, textured knit Belgian fabric in an alluring shade of ivory, the
resulting look is memorable and intriguing enough to design a room
around.
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Fancy Footwork
An inspired beauty, this distinctive sofa has a
shapely English arm and contemporary
styling highlighted by a touchably soft,
midnight blue velvet cover. Like jewelry to an
ensemble, its custom-designed acrylic feet add
glamour and sophistication.

A Touch Of Grace
A celebration waiting to happen, this stylish buffet looks beautiful
year-round. Taupe Silver Leaf and Taupe Paint finishes combine to
perfection, giving this piece luxurious dimension. Its fashionable
exterior belies a highly functional interior featuring a tray drawer
and adjustable shelf behind each center door and an adjustable
shelf behind each outer door. A shapely top in Angola Brown
marble renders it ultimately functional for serving and display.
Debuting from Caracole Modern, is Modern Fusion. The looks fuse together sophisticated
silhouettes with exquisite materials. Smooth planes meet textured surfaces and unique materials to
create a collaboration of extraordinary looks in this dynamic collection. Like creative flavor
pairings in contemporary cuisine, Modern Fusion brings together elements of delicate grey glass,
noir oak and modern hardware to create fresh new layers of style. Highlights of the collection
include:

Fusion Console Table
Artful by nature, this distinctive console table
features a glass shelf back-painted in Delicate
Grey. Whether situated behind a sofa or
prominently featured in an entry way, this
inspired table is full of personality. It wears an
Ashen Oak finish and is accented with Smoked
Stainless metal end panels that add a touch of
glamour.

Fusion Drawer Cabinet
Infinitely glamorous, this distinctive three-drawer cabinet features
drawer fronts back-painted in Delicate Grey. Designed to bunch
with the Door Cabinet and Shelf Cabinet, it presents a versatile
design solution that can be customized to fit any décor plan. An
Ashen Oak finish completes the look and is punctuated by
stunning hardware.
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Elements Dresser
The dreamiest of dressers, this stylish storage piece is the epitome of
glamour. A dramatic Charred Oak finish is paired with an Amber glass
top to create a one-of-a-kind look worthy of admiration. An open shelf
area positioned above its self-close drawers adds dramatic flair while
Smoked Stainless metal accents distinguish its feet.
Caracole Signature comes to market this fall embracing the idea that home is the ultimate retreat
and its newest additions make a bold impression. With a modern attitude, clean lines and svelte
silhouettes, the resulting look is fresh and sophisticated. It’s a welcome invitation to a luxury
escape—at home. Highlights of the collection include:

The Naturalist Buffet
This dramatic buffet celebrates the
natural beauty of wood in a sculptural
piece for the ages. Layered birch and
maple, finished in glistening Piano
Black, fully wrap around this piece. A
ripple of Live Edge Fumed Oak is
highlighted between glistening Piano
Black. Perfectly outfitted to entertain
with four soft-opening doors that hide
pull-out wine shelves, an adjustable
storage shelf and four drawers in the
center of the cabinet for ample storage.
Compositions by Caracole
Inspired by elements of European Provincial design, this new collection is a study in style. Dark
walnut and maple veneers are punctuated by graceful scalloping and accented with champagne
tipping. Rich with tradition, the look is bold and architectural, creating a persona conveyed by a
grandeur scale and cantilever designs. Highlights of the collection include:

Lafayette Chair
Centuries of wing chair designs get a fresh update with scalloped detailing.
The stately stature of the tall back is accentuated by deep ribs that draw
your eye to the chair’s gently curving wings. The generous cushion and low,
gently sweeping arms are naturally comfortable. Updated in a shimmering
bouclé fabric, the curving base rests on carved, deep brown legs.
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ABOUT CARACOLE
A leader in both style and quality, Caracole delivers distinctive designs with high-style at an
exceptional value. Known for its unique materials, rich finishes and on-trend fabrics, the wholehome furniture manufacturer offers a variety of stylish product portfolios designed to fit today’s
homes and lifestyles. These include Caracole Classic, Caracole Modern, Caracole Signature,
Compositions, and Caracole Couture Custom Upholstery.
Available to both the trade and designers, Caracole shows in two locations: its flagship
showroom at the High Point Furniture Market in the IHFC -C500 and at Atlanta’s AmericasMart
in Building 1, Suite 14-C-6.
For more information, visit caracole.com.
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